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INYA TRIPLE KISS TRAINER KIT
It all starts with a kiss. INYA Triple Kiss Trainer Kit includes an assortment of three 
firm, silky-smooth silicone plugs, tapered for easy insertion and comfortable fit. 
With a cute and fun design, available in pink and purple, you’ll always remember 
your first Triple Kiss. Suitable with all lubricants.

INYA REVOLVE
Performance with an elegant and dynamic design, the 
INYA Revolve uses its powerful, rotating bulbous head to 
create deep, swirling sensations while providing pinpoint 
clitoral stimulation. Draped in luxurious, silky-smooth 
silicone, the Revolve is rechargeable with multi speeds 
and functions. Suitable with all lubricants.

INYA VANITY
Powerful, colorful, and discreet, Vanity compact vibe by INYA is draped in soft 
silicone with a flexible and angled tip for maximum clitoral stimulation. Available 
in pink and purple. Rechargeable. Suitable with all lubricants. Water resistant. 

INYA DEEP STROKER
The Deep Stroker by INYA features a longer 
range of motion for profound thrusting and 
intense vibration for explosive orgasmic 
pleasure. This powerful and rechargeable vibe 
is made of body-safe silicone and is suitable for 
use with all lubricants. In and out, up and down 
– the Deep Stroker by INYA.

NSN-0529-84 TRIPLE KISS TRAINER KIT PINK P
NSN-0529-85 TRIPLE KISS TRAINER KIT PURPLE

NSN-0555-14 REVOLVE PINK
NSN-0555-15 REVOLVE PURPLE

NSN-0554-14 VANITY PINK P
NSN-0554-15 VANITY PURPLE

NSN-0558-14 DEEP STROKER PINK



FIREFLY GLASS
Dreamy, playful and functional. Seductive and 
enticing, these glow in the dark play toys are your 
ticket for endless fun when the lights go out. Made 
of superior quality borosilicate glass with proven 
shapes designed to perform. Available in assorted 
sizes and shapes. Suitable with all lubricants.

NSN-0491-11 TAPERED PLUG SMALL CLEAR 
NSN-0491-21 TAPERED PLUG MEDIUM CLEAR 
NSN-0491-31 G-SPOT WAND CLEAR 
NSN-0491-41 SMOOTH BALLSEY 4” DILDO CLEAR 
NSN-0491-51 ACE PLUG CLEAR

Express yourself with Mojis. Now available in a larger size and with new animated 
designs. Made of silky-smooth silicone, these cute and whimsical plugs are 
available in pink and black. Suitable with all lubricants. Collect them all.

NSN-0511-03 SHT BLACK
NSN-0511-04 SHT PINK
NSN-0513-03 SHT MEDIUM BLACK
NSN-0513-04 SHT MEDIUM PINK
NSN-0513-13 ILY MEDIUM BLACK

NSN-0513-14 ILY MEDIUM PINK
NSN-0513-23 WTF MEDIUM BLACK
NSN-0513-24 WTF MEDIUM PINK
NSN-0513-33 OMG MEDIUM BLACK
NSN-0513-34 OMG MEDIUM PINK



COLOURS DUAL DENSITY
Colours Dual Density is two layers of dreamy pleasures. Firm on the inside, soft 
on the outside. Strong suction cup, platinum grade silicone and suitable for all 
lubricants. Just like the real thing... but better. 

COLOURS PLEASURES
Realistic molded penis cast in superior grade silicone. 
Satin texture provides a more satisfying sensation. 
Available in assorted colors and sizes.  

COLOURS PRIDE EDITION PLEASURE PLUG
Pride Edition Plugs - Rainbow Colours plugs made of satin smooth, 
platinum silicone. Suction base. In assorted sizes. Suitable with all 
lubricants. Show your colors and your pride.

NSN-0403-11 DUAL DENSITY 5” WHITE
NSN-0403-12 DUAL DENSITY 5” BROWN
NSN-0403-19 DUAL DENSITY 5” DARK BROWN
NSN-0403-21 DUAL DENSITY 8” WHITE
NSN-0403-22 DUAL DENSITY 8” BROWN
NSN-0403-29 DUAL DENSITY 8” DARK BROWN

NSN-0405-12 PLEASURES 5” BROWN
NSN-0405-19 PLEASURES 5” DARK BROWN
NSN-0405-22 PLEASURES 8” BROWN
NSN-0405-29 PLEASURES 8” DARK BROWN 

NSN-0408-51 PRIDE EDITION PLEASURE PLUG MINI RAINBOW
NSN-0408-52 PRIDE EDITION PLEASURE PLUG SMALL RAINBOW
NSN-0408-53 PRIDE EDITION PLEASURE PLUG MEDIUM RAINBOW



RENEGADE GLADIATOR
Renegade’s penis harness, the Gladiator, is your companion for endless pleasures 
for you and your partner. Securely fasten the Gladiator to your penis and testicles, 
turn on the vibrating bullet using a wireless remote and march onto a field of 
ecstasy. Made of elastic comfort silicone, Gladiator is rechargeable and is suitable 
with all lubricants. Unstoppable. Unbeatable. 
NSN-1109-07 GLADIATOR BLUE

RENEGADE EL RAY POCKET STROKER
Seductive in design and easy to use, Renegade’s vibrating 
El Ray Pocket Stroker is made of soft silicone for sensual comfort 
and has a ribbed interior for a blissful climax. Rechargeable and 
travel-friendly, this stroker is suitable with all lubricants.
NSN-1131-17 EL RAY POCKET STROKER BLUE

RENEGADE HEAD UNIT
Renegade’s Head Unit is designed to stimulate the head of 
the penis for a breathtaking climax. It is made of silky-smooth 
silicone and features a textured interior for heightened 
sensations. Rechargeable. Suitable with all lubricants.
NSN-1131-07 HEAD UNIT BLUE

RENEGADE EXPLORER RING
Discover a new world of pleasure with the vibrating Explorer Ring 
by Renegade. Powered by a strong and rechargeable bullet vibe, 
it produces swirls of sensations along the shaft while prolonging 
pleasure for an enhanced climax. Made of soft, stretchy silicone. 
Suitable with all lubricants.
NSN-1110-57 EXPLORER RING BLUE



RENEGADE ORBIT
It vibrates, it rotates, it will keep your balls warm. Made of 
luxuriously soft silicone, Renegade’s Orbit is the ultimate prostate 
massager. Featuring a rotating top for maximum prostate 
stimulation and a vibrating testicles finger that heats up and 
keeps you warm and cozy . Controlled by a wireless remote for 
endless variations of exciting possibilities. Water resistant and 
suitable with all lubricants. USB Rechargeable. 

NSN-1101-57 ORBIT BLUE

RENEGADE MACH 1 AND 2
Powerful ultra-drive motors and wireless functionality encased in 
a sleek and masculine shape. Designed to massage the prostate 
with pinpoint accuracy. Made of soft, flexible silicone, Mach vibes 
may be operated alone or with the supplied remote control. 
Water-resistant. Suitable with all lubricants.
NSN-1103-07 MACH I BLUE NSN-1103-17 MACH II BLUE

RENEGADE DEEP STROKER
Long strokes for happy blokes, the Renegade Deep Stroker 
features an increased range of motion for profound thrusting 
and intense orgasmic pleasure. Powerful vibrations add to 
the explosive pleasures delivered by Renegade’s Deep Stroker.  
This powerful and rechargeable toy is made of body-safe 
silicone and is suitable with all lubricants.

NSN-1119-03 DEEP STROKER BLACK

RENEGADE HEAVYWEIGHT PLUGS
Renegade’s Heavyweight Plugs are the ultimate tool for grip 
control and explosive vibrations. Weighted construction draped 
in luxurious silicone delivers unparalleled sensations via the 
rechargeable and powerful motor. Available in different sizes, 
Renegade’s Heavyweight Plugs are a prized possession.  
Suitable with all lubricants.
NSN-1104-07 HEAVYWEIGHT PLUG SMALL BLUE
NSN-1104-17 HEAVYWEIGHT PLUG MEDIUM BLUE



RENEGADE PEEKER
Made of firm, silky-smooth silicone with a rippled design, the 
plug’s hollowed center allows for peephole thrills and playful 
probing. Perfect for solo use or with a partner. Kit includes three 
rippled plugs in graduated sizes. Suitable with all lubricants.

NSN-1107-03 PEEKER SMALL BLACK
NSN-1105-50 PEEKERS TRAINER KIT BLACK

RENEGADE RATTLER
Encased inside a smooth silicone plug with a flared 
cherry-stem tail, free-flowing metal beads clash to  
produce intense stimulation and a unique experience! 
Available in red, blue, and black. Suitable with all lubricants.
NSN-1107-33 RATTLER BLACK
NSN-1107-36 RATTLER RED
NSN-1107-37 RATTLER BLUE

RENEGADE IQ PUMP
Enhance your pumping through innovation and effortless 
use with Renegade’s IQ Smart Pump. Automatically adjust 
vacuum pressure using preset controls for desired results 
every time. Rechargeable and sturdy, the IQ Smart Pump is 
the most advanced toy of its kind available today. Suitable 
with all lubricants.

NSN-1124-23 IQ PUMP BLACK

RENEGADE UNIVERSAL SLEEVE XL
Renegade’s Universal Pump Sleeve XL is a universal fit with  
any 2.5 inch pump cylinder. Enjoy an airtight experience unlike 
any other. Made of super-soft TPE, it creates a perfect seal for 
maximum pleasure. Suitable with all lubricants. 

RENEGADE PSI PUMP
The Renegade PSI Pump - a sophisticated penis pump with 
built-in pressure gauge for precise pumping sessions. The PSI 
Pump features an 8 inch tall x 2.5 inch wide, industrial-grade 
acrylic cylinder with flexible silicone hose and reliable handle 
for effortless use. A comfortable, supple doughnut included. 
Suitable with all lubricants and easy to clean.

NSN-1127-51 UNIVERSAL SLEEVE XL CLEAR

NSN-1124-43 PSI PUMP BLACK



NSN-1111-31 DYNO RINGS CLEAR
NSN-1111-33 DYNO RINGS BLACK
NSN-1111-37 DYNO RINGS BLUE

NSN-1111-41 LUCKY 8 CLEAR
NSN-1111-43 LUCKY 8 BLACK
NSN-1111-47 LUCKY 8 BLUE

NSN-1111-51 SPINNER RING CLEAR
NSN-1111-53 SPINNER RING BLACK
NSN-1111-57 SPINNER RING BLUE

NSN-1111-61 DROP RING CLEAR
NSN-1111-63 DROP RING BLACK
NSN-1111-67 DROP RING BLUE

NSN-1111-71 DOUBLE STACK CLEAR
NSN-1111-73 DOUBLE STACK BLACK
NSN-1111-77 DOUBLE STACK BLUE

Renegade rings are performance driven, odorless TPE rings that are super stretchy, 
never sticky and available in assorted colors, shapes and sizes. Try them all for a 
variety of sensational possibilities and incredible results. Suitable with all lubricants.

RINGS



NSN-9901-06


